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The products may not be copied or duplicated in any way.

Dimensions might be shown with or without decimals and indicated as mm [inches]. Tolerance on drawings is +/- 1mm. For accurate measurements, check relevant DWG fi le.
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4 channel RS-422 / RS-485, NMEA / IEC COM Module

Manufacturer: Hatteland Display AS

Product: 4 channel RS-422 / RS-485 COM module

Typenumber: PCA100293-1
Last Revised: 25 Feb 2016
Revision#: 18

The Hatteland Display COM modules provide the system with quad independent COM channels. The module is attached to the
motherboard via standard USB interface. Application software access the COM channels as standard COM devices, i.e. in the normal 
case is there no requirements for additional software development. This module will mainly be integrated, electrical and mechanical, 
in the final products, such as; Series X 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, 24, 26 inch Panel Computers and selected Stand-alone Computers.

Description:

Internal USB to RS-485 / RS-422 isolated
• Features - Independent channels (If card is replaced most OS will not change COM port number).

- Outputs are short circuits protected. Inputs are protected.
- Driver strength are approved.
- All channels is fully isolated, channel to channel and channel to chassis. 
- Classified towards IEC61162-1 and IEC61162-2.
- Tested according to EN61162.
- NMEA-183 Compliant.
- All requirement for usage in ECDIS applications/systems is fulfilled.

• Absolute Max voltage applied to outputs -8V to +13V
• Data Rate / Technical Data Output - Outputs 230kbps (Theoretically 400kbps). 

- ±15kV ESD protection on all RS-485 signals.
- Isolation rating = 2000VRMS, not intended for connection to live power nets.

• Transmitter enable mode - Standard mode is automatic.
- Standard Mode will accept send by RTS, but will in fact ignore RTS.
- Each channel have a overide jumper* which can be used to force the transmitter to
  always be active. See below and page 2 for details.

• Connector Phoenix 1827732 (MC 1,5/ 5-STF-3,81) Terminal Block (see illustration below)
• Supported Operating Systems (OS) Embedded Enterprise (WEE): Microsoft® Windows® XP Professional (Eng, SP3, SP2c),

Microsoft® Windows® Server 2003/2008/2008R2 (Eng), Microsoft® Windows® 
2003/2008/2008R2 (Eng), Microsoft® Windows® 7 Professional/Ultimate (Eng, SP1).
Linux: openSUSE® 11.4, Fedora™ 15, Ubuntu® 10.04 LTS, Ubuntu® 12.04 LTS.

• Drivers "www.hatteland-display.com/pdf/misc/doc102080-1_usb-com_module_confi guration.pdf"
www.hatteland-display.com/drivers/ht00262opt-a1_drivers.zip
http://www.hatteland-display.com/support_hardware_drivers_peripherals.php
Linux, please visit: http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/D2XX.htm

Note: Listed Operating Systems above are hardware/platform dependent. Please check datasheet for specifi c unit if OS is supported.
• Test and certifi cate Hatteland Display standard,

(tested / type approved by the following classification societies):
IEC 60945 4th (EN 60945:2002), IACS E10, ClassNK - Nippon Kaiji Kyokai,
GL - Germanischer Lloyd, DNV - Det Norske Veritas, ABS - American Bureau of Shipping,
CCS - China Classification Society (Pending), BV - Bureau Veritas, 
LRS - Lloyd’s Register of Shipping (Pending), EU RO MR - Mutual Recognition

Note: Product below for illustration only. Location of module and product size/design may differ. Connector/pinning remain the same.
Illustration and Pinning:

4 Ports (Virtual COM) identifi ed in the Operating System (OS):
COMx (A), COMx (B), COMx (C), COMx (D)*
*Configuration dependent, x = next available port number(s) OS.

RS-485 Half Duplex (2-wire, supports ECHO) Confi guration:
Connect TX and RX pair-wise: TX- to RX-, TX+ to RX+.

*Note: The jumper for “force of transmitter” is open by factory default. For some custom
models this jumper is preset to closed (active), in that case unit has to be opened and jumper set to open to allow Half Duplex mode.

5-pin Terminal Block 3.81 PIN 01 TxD- Transmit Data Negative
PIN 02 TxD+ Transmit Data Positive
PIN 03 GND Isolated Ground
PIN 04 RxD- Receive Data Negative
PIN 05 RxD+ Receive Data Positive
PIN 06 TxD- Transmit Data Negative
PIN 07 TxD+ Transmit Data Positive
PIN 08 GND Isolated Ground
PIN 09 RxD- Receive Data Negative
PIN 10 RxD+ Receive Data Positive
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Please note:
- By standard factory default, all of the jumpers on all channels are set to open (no jumper), except some customized models as per request.
- It is expected that the user has the required knowledge for working with PCB Cards, electronics and setting jumpers.
- To avoid voiding warranty, please contact us prior to ordering to ensure safe and correct configuration regarding ECHO in factory.
- Incorrect setting of these jumpers can cause strange data losses/corruption which are hard to debug in software.

There are 2 jumpers for each channel (physically they are located as A,B,D,C as indicated below). You will have to provide suitable 2mm jumpers 
(not part of any delivery) See illustration below showing internal PCB card.

Forced TX(x):
  If this jumper is set it will enable the RS485 transmitter for channel X at all times. It can be useful when the end user need the transmitter to
  remain on at all times. Note that it is only possible to use one transmitter on the bus when this jumper is set. It will force the bus to a logic high
  state when there is no traffic. Power consumption is increased if this jumper is set since the termination resistor always see the full output voltage. 

No ECHO(x) - NOTE: Required for some MODBUS Compability.
  Jumper mounted: This setting is only to be used during half duplex communication. When this jumper is set it will disable ability to receive data
  (Echo of transmitted data) while transmitting is active.  Some software libraries are not able to use echo and therefore need this jumper set.
  Typically example is a very common MODBUS library. 

  Jumper open (no jumper): Recommended setting. All data sent on the bus is read back and the application/driver on the computer can check that
  we was able to send the data onto the bus. 

Isolation:
  This only apply to the module in itself, the internally mounted units are most likely less isolated due to cable/connectors used.

Jumper Configuration:

Users who needs to open the unit set jumper settings will VOID THE WARRANTY!
Before opening, proper ESD measurements must be taken!

1. Operator should ground himself by using a wrist band.

2. The wrist band should be connected to ground via a ground cord.

3. A one megaohm resistor, installed in the wrist connection end of the ground cord, is a safety requirement.

4. Hatteland Display recommend to use an Static-dissipative ESD work mat positioned at the workplace. The 3M™ 8501 Portable Field Service Kit is a
    good choice for this purpose. Make sure that the mat, operator and product is wired/grounded together.

All assisting persons who might come into contact with the endangered boards must also use the ESD equipment.

CAUTION
This unit contains electrostatic sensitive devices.
Observe precautions for handling.

Jumper Locations (top view) - General illustration:

Forced TX(C)

No Echo(C)

Forced TX(D)

No Echo(D)

Forced TX(B)

No Echo(B)

Forced TX(A)

No Echo(A)

Phoenix 1827732 (MC 1,5/ 5-STF-3,81)
Terminal Blocks
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Note: Our units is based on an isolated RS-485 interface with enhancements to meet NMEA standard. Our unit is 
designed to be used with the isolated ground wire connected as shown below. If this wire is not connected, our units is 
more sensitive to fast transient voltage at the connectors. (The “isolated Ground” wire will help absorb this energy). 

For slow changing or DC offset our system will most likely work without the ground wire. Hatteland Display
recommends connecting the ground wire since it will help protect the system in event of fast transient and most likely 
also help improve signal integrity in the system. Please note that if no ground wire is used and the transient dump too 
much energy for the ESD logic to handle you will need to replace the NMEA card (If the NMEA card fails due to this it 
will not be a warranty repair).

- Black is always connected
- Blue is connected when the device act as a receiver
- Red is connected when the device is acting as a transmitter

PIN 01 & 06 TxD- Transmit Data Negative
PIN 02 & 07 TxD+ Transmit Data Positive
PIN 03 & 08 GND Isolated Ground
PIN 04 & 09 RxD- Receive Data Negative
PIN 05 & 10 RxD+ Receive Data Positive

- Black is always connected
- Blue is connected when the device act as a receiver
- Red is connected when the device is acting as a transmitter

NMEA Standards:
IEC61162-1 chapter 3.5.5 state that the input shall withstand 15V between ground and input. The reference speed 
specified is set at 4800 bit/s. 

IEC61162-2 chapter 3.1 state that there are 3 wires to be used. (A, B and C). The reference speed for this interface is
set as 38400 bit/s. 

Please visit http://www.iec.ch (International Electrotechnical Commission) for the complete standard description.


